ponds, which led to increased bacterial productivity along that concentration gradient, although 117 overall system productivity was hump-shaped due to the light attenuation effect of colored DOC 118 and reduced primary productivity. What is missing from the literature is a more general 119 predictive framework of how populations could respond to quantitative differences or variation 120 in the input rates of subsidy resources. experiments. However, we still need to do more to scale these subsidy pulses in ways that can be 125 D r a f t 7 would be predicted to be very much smaller than 1.0 for detritivores than for stream fishes eating 135 terrestrial prey. For instance, Mehner et al. (2016) found that consumers incorporated only 5% 136 of inputs of particulate organic matter to lakes, a very low ecological efficiency. Such uses of 137 conversion efficiencies are common to ecosystem energetics models. However, to date this 138 approach has not been used much for quantifying responses of recipient consumer populations to 139 subsidy resources. It is likely that the shape of the consumer populations' response surface might be 154 asymptotic as our second suggested curve (Figure 1) , as proposed by Richardson (1993 understanding of quantitative subsidy effects on consumers and ecosystems. 160
As a third option, response surfaces to subsidy inputs could be sigmoid, which would line 161 up with the large literature on prey switching found in the predation literature (e.g., Townsend et 162 al. 1986). The switching curve (sigmoid) may reach an asymptote for many potential reasons, 163 the most obvious would be the co-limitation of other variables (as in model 2 above), but could 164 also be limited by functional responses within generations of longer-lived recipient species, or 165 even by top-down control by predators. Sato and Watanabe (2014) showed that as input rates of 166 terrestrial prey increased, stream fishes switched from in situ prey to the terrestrial prey, but at 167 low prey input rates they did not feed on subsidy prey. 168
Another potential recipient response function to subsidy inputs could be hump shaped, 169 stimulating at low input rates and toxic at high rates (Figure 1) , consistent with the subsidy-stress 170 gradient hypothesis. This hypothesis was proposed for the non-linear responses in a population 171 or community across a gradient of inputs (Odum et al. 1979 ). Most of these inputs were regarded 172 as stimulating to recipient systems at low to moderate input rates, but stressful at higher input 173 rates leading to deceleration of the productivity of the recipient. The form of this relation is 174
shown as a hump-shaped response curve along the gradient. It is easy to appreciate this when 175 one considers the inputs of nutrients which could be stimulating at low concentrations, assuming 176 a nutrient-limited system, and becoming toxic at high concentrations (Odum et al. 1979 ). For 177 instance, an example of this is to be found in Woodward et al. (2012) showing that modest inputs 178 of nutrients (N and P) to streams stimulated decomposition rates of terrestrial leaf litter and input 179 to food webs, whereas high concentrations decreased decomposition rates, presumably through 
